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ü Simplified dark matter models: DM portals (DM particles + mediators, “simplified models” 
of  DM/SM interaction)

ü Prompt DM production:
CMS HIG-21-007 – invisible Higgs decay
CMS PAS HIG-22-003 – exotic Higgs decays into a Za(aà 2 gamma)
CMS PAS EXO-21-005 – prompt GeV-scale dimuon resonance
CMS EXO-19-020, JHEP 06 (2022) 156 – resonant production of strongly coupled DM with 
semivisible jets  
CMS PAS EXO-21-012 – DM production with a WW pair   

ü LLP signatures:
CMS PAS EXO-21-008 – long lived decays in the muon system
CMS EXO-20-010 – inelastic dark matter with two displaced muons

ü Summary and outlook



DM portals:  DM particle(s) + mediator(s)

mediator: Smed, Mmed

S=0,1/2, 1… 

Visible sector: SM

H, q, l, G, V…

Hidden sector: DM

Φ, S..,Ψ.., V’… only one DM particle:
SDM = 0, ½, 1…, MDM

gf,V,H gDM

Minimal set of model parameters (the simplest case - masses of mediator and of s DM particle, couplings)
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Prompt DM signatures, examples  (see backup for a full list):

ü fully visible (a new resonance 
in dijet/dilepton/diboson etc. spectra) 

ü MET - decay to DM particle pair 
(+ a visible “tag”

ü non-standard properties of SM particles 
(higgs sector – higgs boson pair production, 
h125  to invisible…) 

ü flavor violating processes

X(=jet/gamma/Z/H)

on-shell
off-shell

MET Visible, sst

gqgq

V/VA

4 tops



Combination of h125 à invisible searches for ttbar and VH
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CMS HIG-21-007,
arXiv:2303.01214 [hep-ex]
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1 Introduction
The Higgs boson (H) [1–6] of mass 125 GeV was discovered by the ATLAS and CMS Collabo-
rations in 2012 [7–9]. Since then its properties, including its coupling to other standard model
(SM) particles, have been extensively studied using proton-proton (pp) collision data from the
CERN LHC collected at

p
s = 7, 8, and 13 TeV with the ATLAS [10] and CMS [11] detectors.

Properties of the Higgs boson can be exploited to probe for signs of behaviour beyond the SM
(BSM). In the SM, the decay of the Higgs boson to an invisible final state (H ! inv) is only
possible via H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4n, with a branching fraction of 0.1% [12]. Several BSM theories pre-
dict a larger branching fraction to invisible final states, B(H ! inv) [13–16], namely in Ref. [17]
and references therein. For example, in a scenario where the Higgs boson connects the SM and
dark matter (DM) sectors [18–23], B(H ! inv) is enhanced as the Higgs boson can decay to a
pair of DM particles of mass mDM < mH/2.

Direct searches for H ! inv have been performed by the ATLAS [24–28] and CMS [29–34]
Collaborations using data collected during Run 1 (2011–2012) and Run 2 (2015–2018). These
target channels in which the Higgs boson is produced via vector boson fusion (VBF), gluon-
gluon fusion (ggH), and in association with either a vector boson (VH, where V stands for
either a W or Z boson) or with a tt quark pair (ttH). The current most stringent constraint on
B(H ! inv) set by the CMS experiment is via the VBF channel using Run 1 and Run 2 data,
which reports a 95% confidence level (CL) upper limit of 0.18 (0.10 expected) [34].

In this paper, a search for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson, produced in association with
a tt quark pair or a V boson, where the associated particles decay to a fully hadronic final
state, is reported. Representative leading order (LO) Feynman diagrams for ttH and VH are
presented in Fig. 1. The search in the VH channel looks only at topologies in which the presence
of the V boson is inferred from well separated decay products, complementing the previous
VH search with merged decay products arising from boosted V bosons [33]. The search uses
LHC pp collision data collected during the years 2016–2018, corresponding to a total integrated
luminosity of 138 fb�1 at

p
s = 13 TeV. This is the first search for hadronic final states of ttH in

a H ! inv analysis using CMS data, and the first for resolved VH topologies using this data.

g
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Figure 1: Representative LO Feynman diagrams for the SM Higgs boson production channels
ttH and VH.

Missing transverse momentum, ~pmiss
T , is the transverse component of the negative vector sum

of all reconstructed particle momenta in an event, and its magnitude, p
miss
T , is used as the dis-

criminating variable to separate the H ! inv signal from backgrounds. There are two main
sources of background affecting the p

miss
T measurement. The first is events with invisible Z

boson decays and visible jets (Z ! inv). The second, referred to as the lost lepton back-
ground, `lost where ` stands for either an e or µ, includes events from tt + jets and W + jets
production processes where one or more leptons are misreconstructed, excluded by the phase

resolved/boosted ttbarH
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CMS HIG-21-007
ATLAS HIGG-2021-05

Combination of h125 à invisible searches
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CMS PAS HIG-22-003
The first search of such type for axion-like particles (ALPs) at the LHC. 
Pseudoscalar portal, the light enough ALP, Z0-ALPs interactions

Exotic higgs decays h à Za, Z àll, a à2 gamma

!𝜓 !𝑞

𝜓 𝑞

A

!𝜓 !𝑞

𝜓 𝑞

EFT

Ci are Wilson coefficients in the EFT approach that describe the ALP/SM couplings 

propagator
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Pseudoscalar portal, the light enough ALP, Z0-ALPs interactions

Exotic higgs decays h à Za, Z àll, a à2 gamma

12. Summary 13

Figure 6: Expected and observed 95 % CL limits on the product of the production cross section
of the Higgs boson into di-photons and di-leptons via a Z boson and a pseudoscalar, s(pp !
H) ⇥ B(H ! Za ! ``gg). The green (yellow) band represents the 68% (95%) CL expected
limit intervals.

Figure 7: Exclusion limits at 95% CL on C
eff
ZH/L, assuming the ALP decays exclusively to a pho-

ton pair. The dashed black curve is the expected upper limit, with the one- and two-standard-
deviation bands are shown in green and yellow, respectively. The solid black curve is the
observed upper limit.
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CMS PAS HIG-22-003

Exotic higgs decays h à Za, Z àll, a à2 gamma
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Limit on                  , when ALP decays

exclusively in a diphoton, Λ is large
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JHEP 06 (2022) 156
CMS EXO-19-020

Resonant production of strongly coupled DM for semivisible jets
Hidden valley concept, hidden  sector, new non-abelian 
symmetries in DS, strongly interacting DM (“dark QCD”), 
vector mediator Z’. A large-scale suppression of SM/DM
interactions, “semivisible” jet substructure

semi-
visible jets

DM part 
(visible) +

SM part
(invisible)
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signal jets are expected to have a broader radiation pattern than the SM background jets. We de-
note these reconstructed objects with a capital J, and we refer to them simply as “jets” in the rest
of the paper. The pileup-per-particle identification (PUPPI) algorithm [71] is used to mitigate
the effect of pileup on the jets. The PUPPI algorithm makes use of a local shape variable that
reflects the collinear versus soft diffuse structure in the neighborhood of the particle. With this
variable, as well as with event pileup properties and tracking information at the reconstructed
particle level, the algorithm computes the probability that a given neutral PF candidate results
from pileup. The candidate momentum is multiplied by this probability [72]. The jets are fur-
ther corrected to account for nonlinearities in the detector energy response [73]. In simulated
samples, the jet pT is smeared using measured resolutions to match the observed data. A set of
quality criteria is applied to reject spurious jets arising from instrumental sources [74].

The jet clustering algorithm is also employed with a distance parameter of R = 0.4 to produce
a second collection of jets, which are then required to have pT > 30 GeV. We denote these re-
constructed objects with a lowercase j, and we refer to them as “narrow jets” in the rest of the
paper. The narrow jets are employed in the trigger and are also used to mitigate instrumental
backgrounds, which are unrelated to the expected size and scale of the signal jets. Energy cor-
rections are also applied to the narrow jets, with an area-based pileup subtraction [72, 75] used
in place of the PUPPI algorithm. The effect of the narrow-jet energy corrections is propagated
to the missing transverse momentum.

The data set considered in this paper is collected using triggers that place requirements on the
narrow-jet pT or on the HT, which is the scalar pT sum of all narrow jets with pT > 30 GeV and
|h| < 3.0. The triggers used in 2016 (2017–2018) require a jet with pT > 450 (500)GeV or HT >
900 (1050)GeV. The thresholds were raised in 2017 to compensate for higher instantaneous
luminosity. The efficiency for an event to pass any of these trigger conditions is measured in
data using a data set collected with an independent trigger that requires a muon with pT >
50 GeV. The selection requirements that ensure a high trigger efficiency are described in the
next section.

6 Event selection
We select events with at least two jets. Any event in which the two highest pT jets are not both
within |h| < 2.4 is rejected. Events with missing transverse momentum that have substan-
tial energy in the endcap region are significantly more likely to originate from beam halo or
noise induced by the radiation damage, rather than from signal events, which tend to popu-
late the barrel region. Therefore, this requirement eliminates several sources of instrumental
background, while having a negligible impact on the signal efficiency.

The dijet transverse mass mT is used as the search variable. In signal processes, it forms a peak
with a kinematic endpoint at mZ 0 and therefore approximately reconstructs the mass of the Z0

mediator, while in background processes, it is expected to have a smoothly falling spectrum.
This can be observed in Figs. 5–6 in Section 8. The dijet transverse mass is computed from the
four-vector of the dijet system and the ~pmiss

T [35]:

m2
T =

⇥
ET,JJ + Emiss

T
⇤2 �

⇥
~pT,JJ + ~pmiss

T
⇤2

= m2
JJ + 2pmiss

T

hq
m2

JJ + p2
T,JJ � pT,JJ cos(fJJ,miss)

i
.

(1)

Here, mJJ is the invariant mass of the system composed of the two highest pT jets, and ~pT,JJ is
the vector sum of their ~pT. The quantity E2

T,JJ is defined as m2
JJ + |~pT,JJ|2, while we assume that

xsec., mZ’, 
𝑚!"#$, 𝑔!"#$ , 
rinv



Resonant production of strongly coupled DM for semivisible jets
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JHEP 06 (2022) 156
CMS EXO-19-020

The first CMS study of jet ivsisible contribution with dark sector I
nterpretation. The fraction rinv of stable invisible dark hadrons in between 
0 (dijet, small MET) and 1 (large MET) 

See also backup for LLP dark showers – emerging jet signature
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Dark Higgs model, resolved decay of s(W+W-) + 𝐸#$%&&

ü “Double portal”: both “dark higgs” s and massive 𝑍%&
coupled to SM. 

ü A new higgs state is weakly mixed with SM h, 
a new U(1)’ à SSB(s) à massive 𝑍%& coupled to quarks 
only

ü s à W+W- decay dominates at large s mass values 

Model parameters : ms, mZ’, 𝑚', gq, 𝑔' , sinθ (h–s mix.)

arXiv:1701.08780

CMS-PAS-EXO-20-012
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Dark Higgs model, resolved decay of s(W+W-) + 𝐸#$%&&

CMS PAS EXO-21-012



Search for dark photons, prompt/LLP
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LLP

The coupling to SM particles 
proportional to electric charge 1 or 2 loops: naively 10() ≲ 𝜖 ≲ 10(*

𝜶& = 𝝐𝟐𝜶𝑬𝑴



Search for prompt GeV-scale dimuon resonance
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CMS PAS EXP-21-005

See also backup for Higgsà
displaced muon pair analyses, 
CMS PAS EXO-20-014

ü minimal dark photon model and

ü light scalar decay to dimuon (2HDM+S)
interpretations
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Dark sector with Long-Lived Particles at the LHC
LLP White Paper: 
arXiv:1903.04497

LLP theory motivations:
arXiv:1806.07396
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LLP:
a proper lifetime cτ0
is greater than or 
comparable to the 
characteristic size of 
the (sub)detectors

ü small cτ0 that 
comparable to the
inner tracker size, no
displaced tracks à
“standard” prompt 
decay

ü intermediate cτ0 
à LLP

ü very large/infinite
large cτ0 à stable 
particles, “standard” 
MET signatures

displaced jets 
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LLP decays in the CMS Muon system
CMS PAS EXO-21-008

Ø A unique technique for LLP decays reconstruction in the muon system 

Ø Sensitivity to long lived scalars with masses between 0.4 and 55 GeV
Ø Decays in hadronic showers (bbbar, ddbar, K+K-, K0K0 , 2π, 2τ, 2γ etc.)
Ø Interpretations for dark showers and twin Higgs models
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Search for inelastic DM with two displaced muons + MET
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CMS EXO-20-010

Ø The first LHC search of such a type – mixed LLP + MET signature

Ø A pair of displaced muons (soft, collimated)

Ø Large MET collimated with muons

Ø IS energetic jet as a tag  

Ø Inelastic DM – dark photon A’ (mA’, kinematic
mixing ε),  and two closely degenerated by mass
DM states (mass splitting Δ, mass of χ1 m1), 
LLP χ2( lifetime cτ), dark gauge-fermion 
coupling  αD10-40% of m1

𝑦 ≡ 𝜖!𝛼"
𝑚#
𝐴$

%
Ø The interaction strength
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CMS EXO-20-010

Search for inelastic DM with two displaced muons + MET



Summary and outlook on DM searches

ü Wide variety and an extensive list of analyses on DM and hidden sector at  CMS

ü Still no signals of new DM particles/mediator 

ü Further development of an analysis (scouting triggers , new signatures like semivisible jets, 

novel prompt/LLP reconstruction algorithms) and related theory/simplified model approaches,

new interaction channels, new frameworks

CMS analyses summary on DM search and much more: 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsEXO
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsEXO


Thank you for your attention!
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Backup slides
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Spin of DM mediator: Higgs/gauge (or both) portals to dark matter
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Higgs portal: DM interacts with our world only through coupling with the Higgs sector à
special importance of Higgs connected studies 

Additional higgs bosons needed to accommodate DM à an extended Higgs sector. How to extend?

SM style…
ü SM + one singlet (real/complex) – SM + S, the simplest singlet-doublet model (the doublet corresponds to the SM)
ü SM + one doublet (real/complex) – 2H(iggs)D(oublet)M(odel), flavor conserving 4 types (type II – MSSM), 5 physical 

states: h, H (CP-even), A (CP-odd), 𝐻!/# ; h–H mixing, “the aligment (decoupling) limit” à h125 = h
ü SM + doublet + scalar singlet (r/c) – 2HDM+S or N(ext/non-minimal)2HDM, flavor conserving 4 types (type II –

NMSSM), 7 physical states, one is the pseudoscalar à 2HDM+a in the simplified description 
ü SM + 2 doublets – 3HDM etc.

and non-SM style (SM: isosinglet and isodoublet reps. under SU(2) weak symmetry group). Then how?
ü isotriplet representations of SU(3) for Higgs fields (Georgi-Machacek model etc.)…

Bright experimental signatures: extra Higgs states, neutral and (doubly)charged, CP-odd and CP-even ones, lighter and 
heavier than the SM Higgs h125

Also: gauge portal à the (axial)vector mediator and double portal à both vector + scalar mediators 
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SDM models and prompt DM signatures

V(ector)/A(xial)V(ect
or)

dijet (dilepton), diboson hW/Z pair, 𝑡𝑡
resonance

V(ector)F(lavour)C(c
hanging)

t+𝐸$%&'', same-sign tt

V(ector)B(aryon-
number)C(harged)

h(𝑏𝑏/γγ/ττ) +𝐸$%&''

2HDM+𝑍() (vector
2HDM based)

h(𝑏𝑏/γγ/ττ) +𝐸$%&'', diboson W/Z/h pairs, 
𝑡𝑡 resonance

Dark higgs 𝑍() +s s(𝑏𝑏) +𝐸$%&''

The (axial)vector mediator The (pseudo)scalar mediator

S(calar)/PS(eudoscalar) jet/V/h+𝐸$%&'𝒔, 𝑡𝑡(𝑏𝑏) resonance,
𝑡𝑡(𝑏𝑏)+𝐸$%&'𝒔, hà inv, Xà hh

S(calar)C(olor)C(harged)b 𝑏(𝑏𝑏) +𝐸$%&''

SCCt t(𝑡𝑡) +𝐸$%&''

2HDM+a (pseudoscalar
2HDM based)

h+𝐸$%&'', Z(ll)/V(qq’)/Z(𝑞𝑞)+𝐸$%&'', 
hà inv, Xà hh, diboson Zh(+𝑏𝑏),
𝑡𝑡(𝑏𝑏) resonance, 𝑡𝑡(𝑏𝑏)+𝐸$%&'', 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

A key: separation/reinterpretation and a wide complementary search with all available signatures   

Generalized or model specific search, combinations of visible and MET signatures 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.04040 

Inelastic dark matter at the LHC/LLP                                        

ü Dark photon

ü Heavy neutral leptons (quarks)

ü Dark GB and/or Higgs(es)…

ü Higgs/GB/gluon/SUSY portals

ü (Asymmetric DM/
Baryogenesis)
§      Dark SUSY
§      Dark QCD

ü Twin Higgs

ü ALPs (CP-violation)…DS: small couplings, compressed spectra, large hierarchy à large cτ
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.04040
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Emerging jets/dark showers

ü One of the most striking DM-targeted signatures 
(Dark QCD à dark showers)

ü Tracks start near the edge of the tracker, in the 
ECAL and HCAL and even in the inner muon stations

Dark QCD
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Higgs decay to dark photons: displaced muon jets
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CMS-PAS-EXO-20-014

Z–ZD conversion, ε2

Higgs – dark higgs conversion, κ


